
Optimize Viewer Experiences with Advanced Video Analytics 

Launch video that delivers. Increase viewer engagement and retention using actionable 
insights collected across the entire marketing footage. Identify and resolve any elements 
that may affect your consumers and the success of your campaigns. 
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Toluna Video Analytics 

Optimize viewer engagement
Every second matters. Go beyond traditional metrics to know how the videos will perform 
and how viewer are watching your videos and why they are not engaging - down to every 
second.

Diagnose problems quickly
Dive deep into analytics to see how viewers are responding to your videos and visualize 
where things excel, fail or perform sub-optimally so actions can be taken quickly and easily.

Get more personal 
Unlock in-depth viewer engagement, sentiments and quality metrics that will influence your 
campaign messaging and optimize media for the best viewer experience, always. 
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Market leading features you need to make informed decisions: 

Viewer’s Rating

Everyone loves sliders. Capture accurate viewers’  
likeability, emotion and messaging in an engaging 
and interactive way with our easy-to-use slider.

Analysing open-ended responses made easy. 
Visualize viewers’ responses in word clouds that 
build and shift across the footage to understand 
key attributes easily.

Better understand insights and viewers’ 
preferences relating to your campaign video in 
visually appealing, precise and comprehensive 
formats. 

Heatmap

Word Cloud



Ready to optimize 
your viewer’s 
experience? 
Start Knowing how you can leverage 
high-value media insights to drive your 
campaigns. 

Schedule a Video Analytics demo with 
your local Toluna team. 

Leading Innovative MNC uses Toluna Video Analytics 
to launch next-gen product across 15 markets. 
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Toluna has some of the most disruptive
products on the market and help us offer our
audience a truly differentiated experience.
The Video Analytics ensure that we deliver
culturally sensitive media to our audiences
while ensuring the highest quality, in terms of
viewer experience and retention.

Read the case study here

https://tolunacorporate.com/lp/schedule-a-demo/?source=Acqu-2022-MIX-LinkedInBoost-Solutions-TL-APAC-VideoAnalytics-LearnMore-SEA-Q1
https://go.toluna-group.com/household-appliances
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